
To appear in Proceedings of the ARPA Image Understanding Workshop (1994). Monterey, CA: Morgan Kaufmann.Report of the AAAI Fall Symposium onMachine Learning and Computer Vision: What, Why and How?Kevin W. BowyerLawrence O. HallDepartment of Computer Science & EngineeringUniversity of South FloridaTampa, FL 33620 Pat LangleyInstitute for the Study ofLearning and Expertise2451 High StreetPalo Alto, CA 94301Bir BhanuCollege of EngineeringUniversity of CaliforniaRiverside CA 92521 Bruce A. DraperDepartment of Computer ScienceUniversity of MassachusettsAmherst, MA 010031. IntroductionThis report gives an overview of the 1993 AAAI FallSymposium on Machine Learning in Computer Vision:What, Why and How? The level of interest in the sym-posium topic was indicated by the degree of participa-tion. Over 70 researchers registered for the meeting, and60 of these were still present at the end of the second fullday of sessions. There was strong attendance from boththe machine learning and the computer vision commu-nities, although, perhaps predictably, some from eachcommunity felt that the other area had greater repre-sentation.The symposium was divided into ten 90-minute ses-sions, with seven devoted to moderator/author cover-age of contributed papers,1 two consisting of invitedtalks, and one involving a panel discussion. The mod-erator/author format for the contributed paper sessionsproved interesting and valuable. Each moderator sum-marized and commented on �ve papers and then let theauthors respond. The moderators had done their home-work, and their questions for authors were almost al-ways right on the mark. Several authors even used thetransparencies made by the moderator to guide theircomments. Invited speakers included Tom Mitchell andRich Sutton frommachine learning and Chris Brown andRamesh Jain from computer vision. Abe Waksman fromthe Air Force O�ce of Scienti�c Research organized thepanel discussion.1For those interested in the details of individual pa-pers, the working notes of the meeting are available throughAAAI as technical report FS-93-04. Send electronic mail toFSS@AAAI.ORG for details.

When attempting to categorize work on machinelearning for computer vision, one must decide whetherto approach the problem from the perspective of learn-ing or vision. In this report, we follow both paths, �rstdescribing the tasks for which machine learning holdspotential for aiding vision research, and then describ-ing challenges that vision presents for work in machinelearning. In each case, we note relevant presentationsfrom the symposium. In closing, we consider the stateof research on machine learning for computer vision andrecommend some steps that would lead toward a moremature discipline.2. Roles for Machine Learning inComputer VisionOne common de�nition holds that learning involves theimprovement of performance through the acquisition ofknowledge from experience. In this view, it makes nosense to talk about learning in the absence of a well-de�ned performance task, and a recurring theme dur-ing workshop discussions was the development of end-to-end, `task-oriented' vision systems. Some of the vi-sual tasks to which machine learning might contributeare object recognition, surface reconstruction, pose de-termination, and change detection (monitoring).In many cases, the basic performance task of a visionsystem can be viewed as mapping from sensory data (theinput to the problem) to one or more of a set of possibledecisions or actions (the output to the problem). Forexample, take the traditional problem of recognizing a3-D object from a single arbitrary view. In this case, theinput is an image and the desired output is recognition



Machine Learning and Computer Vision 2and localization of all instances of a known set of objectmodels that appear in the image. The vision communitywould generally accept that the performance of an objectrecognition system had improved if there was reductionin either the error rate for recognition decisions or in thecomputation required to arrive at those decisions.Although research in computer vision aims to developcomplete systems, one can often decompose the overallperformance task into three subtasks.2 First, the systemmust transform its sensory input to a set of features, thatis, early symbolic or qualitative abstractions of the in-put. Depending on the system, this process of featureextraction may infer edges, corners, texture energy, sur-face normals, surface patches, optic ow vectors, or manyother structures. In the second subtask, the vision sys-tem must go from inferred features to a set of partiallyinstantiated entities that it may discern in the sensoryinput. This indexing or retrieval process may deal withmodels of speci�c objects, entire classes of objects, pat-terns of motion, contexts of scenes, or yet other phe-nomena. Finally, the vision system must go from thesecandidate models to decisions about the best models forthe given sensory input, using some model evaluation orrecognition process. Di�erent systems may place di�er-ent relative emphasis on these subtasks, but all systemsmust in e�ect deal with them in some manner. Below webriey consider how learning might improve performancefor some of these subtasks.Improving model evaluation. The model-based recogni-tion process requires some models of the entities that onemust match against inferred features. Traditional visionsystems have dealt with small sets of models (typically inthe tens), because developers have been forced to entertheir models by hand. However, the vision �eld aspiresto systems that can recognize thousands of di�erent ob-jects, and it desires to build them in a reasonable timeand at reasonable costs. Perhaps the most obvious use ofmachine learning for vision involves the automated ac-quisition and re�nement of models from training images.Learning entirely new models can improve recognitionaccuracy by increasing the number of objects or classescovered by the system. Re�ning existing models can im-prove accuracy by reducing confusions about similar en-tities. Most research along these lines has focused on theacquisition of models of speci�c objects that incorporatecharacteristic views; the learning methods used have dif-fered widely, but many have dealt with the selection orweighting of relevant image features. Symposium talksin this vein were presented by Pope and Lowe, Gros,Murase and Nayar, Cook et al., and others.Improving feature extraction. The vision community hasalready developed well-de�ned algorithms for computingmany low-level features (e.g., edges, texture energy, optic2Some systems, such as the eye-tracking program thatPomerleau and Baluja presented at the meeting, may be dif-�cult to decompose along these lines.

ow) from images. Thus, at �rst glance there appears tobe little bene�t in using learning techniques to improveperformance on this task. However, the computation ofall possible features can be an expensive process, and onecan use learning methods to determine which of manylow-level features to compute (feature selection process)in given situations, and thus improve the e�ciency of theinference process. At the symposium, Viola and Bhan-daru et al. each presented work of this general nature.The knowledge acquired during learning can make thecomputation of one feature conditional on the results ofother feature extractions or on more global factors, suchas whether the image was taken on a cloudy or clearday. Murphy presented an approach that incorporatedthis latter idea.Improving indexing. Given a set of inferred features anda set of stored models, one could in principle �nd all in-stantiations of each model, evaluate each of them in turn,and select the best ones. However, computational con-siderations make this impractical even for small numbersof models. Typically, vision systems use some scheme toindex models in terms of low-level features, letting themgenerate a set of instantiated candidate models with rel-atively little cost. One can create such indices manu-ally, which can be a time-consuming process, or one canuse machine learning methods to generate them auto-matically. Better indices can lead to either reduction inretrieval costs, as in the work described by Draper, ormore accurate retrieval of candidate models, as in Beisand Lowe's work on indexing for occluded objects. Otherpresentations on this topic were given by Mann and Jep-son and by Remagnino, Bober, and Kittler.Not all symposium talks focused on learning knowl-edge for use in vision. A few researchers took a di�erentapproach, using the output of a vision system as train-ing data for learning on an entirely distinct performancetask. Ikeuchi, Mitchell, and Salganico� presented workalong these lines that used visual feedback as the sourceof information in learning for robotic planning and con-trol. For example, Ikeuchi's technique acquires assemblyplans by observing a video sequence of a human operatorperforming the assembly task. These e�orts serve to il-lustrate that, although learning clearly holds promise forimproving the performance of vision systems, we shouldalso remember that vision can provide useful input formachine learning.3. Challenges to Machine Learning fromComputer VisionThe goal of improving the performance of computer vi-sion systems presents a number of challenges to the �eldof machine learning. Here we outline the more promi-nent issues and note examples of progress represented atthe symposium.



Machine Learning and Computer Vision 3Structured representations. Algorithms for machinelearning are typically designed to operate with atattribute-value formalisms. Yet most research on com-puter vision assumes that knowledge about an image hasinherent structure, and thus represents information atmultiple levels of aggregation. For instance, many visionsystems make inferences about edges, corners, surfaceregions, object components, and the spatial relationsamong those components. Recent work on inductivelogic programming within the machine learning commu-nity only partly addresses this issue, and such methodsare not yet robust. In the symposium, papers by Sen-gupta and Boyer, Pope and Lowe, and Conklin dealtdirectly with learning over structured descriptions, andadditional attempts to adapt learning techniques to vi-sual domains should produce more work in this area.Handling uncertainty. Many learning algorithms rep-resent acquired knowledge in logical terms that eithermatch or mismatch a given instance, and even more as-sume that the features of instances are certain. However,many aspects of visual domains are inherently uncer-tain; edge detectors can give quite di�erent results forvery similar images, and variations in perspective andlighting can also introduce considerable ambiguity. Someinduction algorithms operate with probabilistic descrip-tions, and others achieve similar e�ects by other means,but we predict that serious attempts to use learning invision will produce more work along these lines. Sym-posium papers by Segen, Pope and Lowe, and Senguptaand Boyer provided examples of this approach.Partial information. Most work on machine learning as-sumes that all features are present during both trainingand testing. In contrast, images seldom contain all theinformation that would be useful in vision. For example,the object of interest in a scene may be partly occluded,and even when this does not occur, an image reveals onlyone side of an object. Learning researchers have adaptedmany of their algorithms to handle some missing infor-mation, but they seldom examine the e�ect of removinghalf of the available features, as vision tasks will forcethem to do. Contributions to the symposium from Beisand Lowe and from Gros began to deal with this issue,but much more work remains to be done.Focusing attention. The performance components asso-ciated with most learning algorithms assume that infor-mation about instances falls outside the system's control,and that no costs are involved in collecting such infor-mation. One recent body of work in computer visionassumes exactly the opposite, that focusing attention iscentral to the processes of visual inference and recog-nition. Some approaches focus computational resourceson useful parts of an image; others actually direct thecollection of images over time. A few e�orts in machineinduction have attempted to learn strategies for focus-ing attention, but we can expect many more examples toemerge as work progresses at the intersection of machine

learning and computer vision. The papers by Draper andby Remagnino et al. dealt with learning in this context.Incremental learning. Typical machine learning tech-niques process training instances in a nonincrementalmanner, using statistical regularities to direct searchthrough the space of hypotheses. Although one can col-lect images for processing of this sort, a more naturalapproach attempts to learn incrementally from imagesas they are encountered. For instance, the vision systemfor an autonomous vehicle would encounter images overtime, and it might attempt to learn from each one asit becomes available. There exists some work on incre-mental induction, but we predict that serious attentionto vision tasks will increase e�orts in this direction. Popeand Lowe, Conklin, and Segen presented papers at thesymposium on this topic.Learning with many classes. The majority of supervisedinduction techniques have been designed to handle onlya few classes, and even unsupervised methods are sel-dom tested on domains with many di�erent categories.Most existing vision systems also deal with small num-bers of classes, but the �eld's long-term goal requiresthe ability to discriminate among thousands of di�erentobject classes. Before machine learning can contributeto achieving this goal, it must develop algorithms thatscale well along this dimension. Unfortunately, none ofthe symposium papers presented signi�cant progress onthis front.Dealing with large spaces. Vision systems often dependon parameters that one must tune to obtain reasonableperformance, and the size of the resulting parameterspace can be very large. Although methods for param-eter tuning have a long history within machine learn-ing, computer vision requires more robust techniquesthat scale well to high-dimensional spaces. One sym-posium paper, by Bhanu, Lee, and Das, focused on sucha parameter-tuning task.In summary, machine learning must address a variety ofissues before it can make a signi�cant contribution tocomputer vision. Each of these problems has receivedsome attention within the learning community, but a fo-cus on visual domains would force researchers to developmore robust algorithms and evaluate them in more real-istic settings.4. Future Research on Vision andLearningThe Raleigh meeting revealed an emerging research com-munity that has considerable energy and that has pro-duced many promising ideas. However, it also showed anarea with little common terminology, poor knowledge ofrelated work, and not enough concern for careful evalua-tion. To be fair, such characteristics are typical of mostyoung disciplines, and one should not expect signi�cant



Machine Learning and Computer Vision 4collaborations from scientists in traditionally separateareas to blossom overnight. Nevertheless, research atthe intersection of machine learning and computer vi-sion must signi�cantly improve the quality of its workbefore it can be recognized as a mature �eld.One approach to raising standards is to establish re-quirements for an acceptable research paper on learningin vision. We believe that the typical paper should in-clude �ve main features:� Specify the performance and learning tasks that arethe focus of the research, clearly distinguishing be-tween the two aspects and stating each in terms ofinputs and outputs.� Describe the representation for both the data given tothe learning system and the acquired knowledge thatit generates.� Explain the performance and learning algorithms inenough detail to allow reimplementation. If space al-lows, include pseudocode and an extended example ofthe system in operation.� Evaluate the learning algorithm in terms of improve-ment on the performance task, giving experimentalevidence that the system gets better with experience.� Place the approach in context , discussing its relationto other work (including non-learning approaches tovision) and noting its limitations.We believe that papers containing such features willconstitute clear contributions to research on vision andlearning, and that those working in this area shouldstrive to meet these criteria.As indicated above, we believe that experimental stud-ies must play a central role in the evaluation of visuallearning. Such studies should include one or more well-de�ned measures of performance that serve as dependentvariables. Note that it is easy to de�ne performancemeasures at the system level. The challenge for the re-searchers is to de�ne measures at the algorithm level.The most obvious measures are recognition accuracy andprocessing time, but others are possible. Equally impor-tant, studies must measure performance on a set of testcases that are distinct from the instances used duringtraining. Otherwise, the experiment evaluates nothingmore than a system's ability to memorize the trainingset. Moreover, to ensure against fortuitous splitting ofimages into training and test sets, results should be av-eraged over di�erent random partitions.An experiment must also vary one or more indepen-dent variables to determine its e�ect on the dependentmeasures. In studies of learning and vision, there arethree main types of independent factors that a�ect per-formance. The �rst involves the number of training casesavailable to the learner; plotting performance as a func-tion of this variable gives a learning curve, which showswhether the system improves with experience and, if so,

the rate of such improvement. A second type of inde-pendent variable concerns the learning system itself; ex-periments that vary this factor, sometimes called com-parative studies, relate the learning behavior of di�er-ent algorithms or measure the contribution of speci�ccomponents or parameters within a given method. Fi-nally, one can vary aspects of the domain, such as theamount of occlusion, the number of objects in images,and the number of classes being learned. Such domainstudies are important in evaluating an algorithm's abilityto scale along dimensions that make vision tasks di�cult.Clearly, one cannot study vision or learning withoutfocusing on particular domains. One factor that has en-couraged experimentation within the machine learningcommunity has been the collection of public data setsthat are available by ftp from a central site. The avail-ability of visual data should have the same impact onthe study of visual learning. Images are the most obvi-ous type of data, but other forms of shared informationare also possible. For example, the ARPA-sponsored Im-age Understanding Environment will provide a commonprotocol for exchanging and distributing vision data atmany di�erent levels of abstraction.3 This should reducethe overhead required for comparative studies of di�er-ent vision learning techniques.In summary, it is clear that computer vision andmachine learning have much to contribute to eachother. The Fall Symposium on Machine Learning andComputer Vision brought together a community of re-searchers who are excited about the great potential ofthe area, but it also revealed that the area has a longroad to travel before realizing that potential. Neverthe-less, the symposium laid a good foundation for futurework on this promising topic, and we hope that futuremeetings will produce more signi�cant results on visionand learning.ReferencesBeis, J. S., & Lowe, D. G. (1993). Learning in-dexing functions for 3D model-based object recogni-tion. Working Notes of the AAAI Fall Symposium onMachine Learning in Computer Vision (pp. 50{54).Raleigh: AAAI Press.Bhandaru, M., Draper, B., & Lesser, V. (1993). Learn-ing image to symbol conversion. Working Notes of theAAAI Fall Symposium on Machine Learning in Com-puter Vision (pp. 6{9). Raleigh, NC: AAAI Press.Bhanu, B., Lee, S., & Das, S. (1993). Adaptive imagesegmentation using multi-objective evaluation and hy-brid search methods. Working Notes of the AAAI FallSymposium on Machine Learning in Computer Vision(pp. 30{34). Raleigh, NC: AAAI Press.3Readers interested in the Image Understanding En-vironment should send electronic mail to Joe Mundy atMUNDY@CRD.GE.COM.
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